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He was replaced by conservative Augusto De Marsanich , under whose leadership the party won some strong
electoral gains. The Christian Democrats further accepted the backing from the party along with Monarchists
and Liberals to prop up their minority governments in the late s. The party was thus sidelined by all the other
parties, and its main objective became to get back into the political game. The MSI claimed , members in , but
its support receded in the general election , and many conservatives left the party, leaving it with , members
that year. The political climate was also de-radicalized following a new wave of studies and "historicisation"
of fascism, widely debated in the mass media, which also led the MSI to become less stigmatised than it had
been previously. After becoming prime minister in , Bettino Craxi of the Italian Socialist Party met with MSI
leaders, and later his office issued a statement that expressed regret for the "ghettoisation" of the party. In ,
high-level representatives of the Christian Democrats, the Liberals and the Democratic Socialists attended the
party congress of the MSI for the first time. The next year, it was granted one position on the board of
directors of the RAI , the state radio and television network. Fini was then viewed as a weak leader, unable to
turn around the decline and isolation of the party, and he adopted provocative initiatives against the internal
opposition. As a result, Fini regained the leadership in Fini was soon viewed as a skilful political operator and
he gained the support of the party majority. The scandals were devastating for the mainstream parties and
resulted in their dissolutions. As the so-called "First Republic" collapsed, the MSI remained uninvolved in the
scandals due to not having taken part in the Italian political life. Nevertheless, a radical transformation was
required to break away from its fascist heritage. The corruption scandals also led the political competition in
Italy to become very personalised, and in , Fini and Alessandra Mussolini surprisingly won unprecedented
large support when running for mayor in Rome and Naples, respectively. Fini in turn went on to lead AN to
huge electoral gains, into the Pole of Good Government coalition with political newcomer Silvio Berlusconi
and his Forza Italia party, and eventually into part of his governments. Although long-term and other
short-term factors were part of the new fortunes for the party, it could arguably hardly have happened without
the effects of the Tangentopoli scandals. It advocated a centralised state with a presidential form of
government, and no devolution of powers to regions. The former "leftist"-tendency was more militant and
radical, and claimed heritage from the socialistic and anti-bourgeois "republican" fascism of the Italian Social
Republic and pre fascism. The latter drew more from the mainstream clerical, conservative, authoritarian, and
bourgeois fascist tendency that prevailed after the stabilisation of the fascist regime. In the North, the party
elite to a large extent consisted of highly ideological veterans from the civil war. As the Italian Social
Republic RSI had not existed in the South, and there thus had been no civil war, the southern MSI-supporters
and notables were by contrast largely moderate-conservatives, less interested in ideology. When the
conservatives gained power of the party in the s, they steered it more towards the traditional clerical and
monarchist right-wing. The parties were unable to gather enough support to establish a group in the European
Parliament following the European election. The electoral support for the MSI fluctuated around 5 percent,
with its supporting peaking in at almost 9 percent. Its supporters consisted demographically of old fascists,
lower-middle-class shopkeepers, and artisans, as well as a number of bureaucrats, police , and military.
Reasons to vote for the MSI included protest votes, nostalgia, and support for traditional values, as well as
southern resentment of the North. In the local elections, the MSIâ€”Monarchist alliance won In some places,
such as Lazio, the MSI became the new dominant political force. In the general election , the first after the
transformation of the MSI into AN, the Italian right-wing won its best result ever:
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